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Double sided glue application on
veneers for double benefit

Perfect veneer glue application and longitudinal splicing in one pass!
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Due to the two sided glue application on the veneers, the
glue is applied absolutely reliable, the production high
and the repair work small.

Absolutely reliable glue application
A perfect glue application is ensured due to two glue 

application units.

Quick and easy accessible glue pots
For fast and simple refilling and/or cleaning of the glue pots.

Operation efficiency
High production due to certain and reliable glue application.

Extended glue pot life
Due to the cooling unit for both glue pots.

Glue application unit 1

Glue application 1Glue (UREA)

Glue application 2
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The double knife veneer 

jointing guillotine asures 

parallel cutting and 

the highest quality 

veneer edges. 

During the cutting 

process the veneer 

bundle is clamped 

by the pressure beam.

Due to the optionally available linear guided long cut

(12°/16°) the edges are clean after cutting. The firm,

stationary supporting- and cutting table enables an

automated veneer package unloading.

Heavy duty machine for jointing any type of veneer.

Pressure beam (width 150 or 360 mm) and knife 

hydraulic driven. The blade holder is guided between 

two shoulders, which guarantees absolute rigidity.

Optional with computer controlled second cut and fully

automatic strip cutter.

Cutting angle approx. 45°

Veneer preparation

Computer controlled 
double knife veneer jointing 
guillotine AFD

Single knife veneer jointing
guillotine AFECO / AF

Veneer cross cutter AFH

16°/12°

Option: linear guided long

cut, 12°/16° cutting angle

Double or single knife
veneer jointing guillotines
and veneer cross cutters

Cross cutter with steel 

counter blade (inclined cut),

on both sides vertically 

guided. Ideal for veneer up to

2,5 mm thickness. Blade and

pressure beam movement are

controlled by hydraulics.
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